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products are relevant substitutes for one
another, who are suppliers of these
products, what is the geographic scope
of the relevant market, and how to
measure market share for the different
suppliers. It is these questions to which
we now turn for each of television
broadcasting’s relevant markets.

The Delivered Video Programming
Market

8. Delineation of Relevant Substitute
Products and Suppliers. To identify the
relevant substitutes to delivered video
programming, it must be recognized that
Americans can spend their leisure time
doing other activities. The stability of
Americans’ use of television as a leisure
activity suggests that video
programming seen on television may be
a sufficiently different economic
product from other entertainment so
that it should be treated as a separate
product market. However, parties are
requested to comment on this view and
supply data and/or analysis which
demonstrates the economic relevance of
their proposed substitutes for delivered
video programming.

9. Turning to an identification of
economically relevant suppliers, the
Commission is confronted by a more
difficult demarcation of this market.
Public broadcast station operators
clearly compete with commercial
broadcast television operators for viewer
attention. Cable system operators also
compete with broadcast television
stations and have grown in importance
as a group of suppliers of delivered
video programming. The number of
cable video networks and the channel
capacity of cable systems continue to
grow dramatically. However, the
Commission notes that more than half of
all viewing hours in cable households
during the 1992–93 season were of
retransmitted broadcast signals. In
addition, more than one-third of all
households that could subscribe to cable
elect not to do so. Because some
consumers choose not to purchase cable
service, the degree to which cable TV
channels are substitutes for broadcast
television channels is an issue on which
the Commission requests specific
comment.

10. In addition to cable, there are now
several emerging for-subscription
multichannel providers of video
programming, such as home satellite
dish service, wireless cable service, and
direct broadcast satellite service, which
may compete with broadcasters in the
same manner as cable. While all the
above listed alternative suppliers
currently provide some amount of
delivered video programming, we will
tentatively conclude, for purposes of

this FNPRM, commercial broadcast
television operators, public broadcast
television station operators, and cable
system operators to be economically
relevant alternative suppliers of
delivered video programming. While the
Commission wishes to tentatively
include some of the other suppliers
(e.g., MMDS, DBS, VDT, etc.) in our
demarcation at this time, we concede
that it may not be appropriate to include
them because their current market
penetration is so low that they are not
relevant substitutes to a majority of
Americans. However, this situation may
rapidly change and we solicit comment
on these tentative conclusions. Finally,
while VCRs are present in a large
number of television households, they
do not provide a complete schedule of
video programming and so are treated as
sufficiently different as to suggest that
perhaps they should not be included at
this time. However, commenters are
asked to provide information on the
degree of economic substitutability of
all internatives considered above to a
broadcast TV station’s video
programming. In submitting comments,
commenters should provide evidence
on the extent to which these are
economically relevant substitutes as
demonstrated by their cross-price
elasticities of demand and supply.

11. Delineation of the Market’s
Geographic Scope. Because commercial
broadcast television stations have a
limited signal range, it appears that,
from these operators’ perspective, the
‘‘area of effective competition’’ is
geographically limited. This suggests
that commercial broadcast television
operators compete in a ‘‘local’’ market
for delivered programming. However,
the alternative suppliers that might be
included in the product market have
different service areas. Therefore, we
recognize that as competition and
technology change the geographic reach
of the relevant competitors, our notions
of the geographic scope of the market for
delivered video programming may
change.

12. Earlier comments suggested
several alternatives for defining the
boundaries of the ‘‘local’’ market for
delivered video programming. While in
the past, the Commission has used the
Grade B contour to define a local
market, comments previously submitted
in this proceeding tended to suggest the
use of either a smaller geographic area
definition (the Grade A contour) or a
larger geographic area definition (the
DMA). The Commission proposes to
continue to rely on a contour overlap
standard but will consider the DMA
definition of ‘‘local’’ for determination
of the relevant geographic dimensions of

the market for delivered programming.
However, further comment is sought on
the use of the DMA definition of the
geographic scope of these markets. Are
DMAs equally applicable for alternative
distributors such as cable? Are they too
large?

13. Delineation of Market Power
Measurement. To determine whether
market power exists, the Commission
must also determine how to measure
market concentration within the local
delivered video programming market.
There are four different measurement
scales that were frequently mentioned
in earlier comments. They are: (1) The
number of separately owned stations or
outlets, (2) the audience share of the
separately owned stations or systems,
(3) the number of available channels,
and (4) the audience share of the
separately available channels. The
Commission tentatively proposes to use
the number of separately owned stations
or outlets serving a market as our unit
of measure. However, we recognize its
potential limitations and would like
additional comment on which of these
four measurement scales the
Commission should use. Specifically, if
the Commission were to use the
audience share of the separately
available outlets or channels, how
should we address the variability this
introduces into our television station
ownership rules because of changes in
the number of outlets or channels
offered and the popularity of those
outlets’ or channels’ programming over
time? Further, if the Commission were
to count the number of available
channels, how should mandated-access
channels on cable systems be included?
Finally, comment is invited on the
conditions of entry and other structural
features of this market which influence
the exercise of market power.

Advertising Markets

National Advertising Market
14. Delineation of Relevant Substitute

Products and Suppliers. Examination of
available data (See appendix D in the
full text of the decision) suggests that
video advertising is the mass media of
choice for advertisers wishing to reach
national audiences. Unfortunately, the
Commission has no clear evidence on
the degree to which all the other
alternatives reflected in Appendix D are
economically relevant substitutes for
video advertising. Consequently the
Commission will tentatively consider
video advertising an economically
distinct segment of the national
advertising market. However, we solicit
any evidence that commenters can
provide which demonstrates that some


